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Context: Increasingly, software companies are realizing that they can no longer compete through product ex- 

cellence alone. The ecosystems that surround platforms, such as operating systems, enterprise applications, and 

even social networks are undeniably responsible for a large part of a platform’s success. With this realization, 

software producing organizations need to devise tools and strategies to improve their ecosystems and reinvent 

tools that others have invented many times before. 

Objective: In this article, the software ecosystem governance maturity model (SEG- M 

2 ) is presented, which has 

been designed along the principles of a focus area maturity model. The SEG- M 

2 has been designed for software 

producing organizations to assess their ecosystem governance practices, set a goal for improvement, and execute 

an improvement plan. 

Method: The model has been created following an established focus area maturity model design method. The 

model has been evaluated in six evaluating case studies with practitioners, first by applying the model to their 

organizations and secondly by evaluating with the practitioners whether the evaluation and improvement advice 

from the model is valid, useful, and effective. 

Result: The model is extensively described and illustrated using six desk studies and six case studies. 

Conclusions: The model is evaluated by both researchers and practitioners as a useful collection of practices that 

enable decision making about software ecosystem governance. We find that maturity models are an effective tool 

in disseminating a large collection of knowledge, but that research and creation tooling for maturity models is 

limited. 
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. Introduction 

The concept of a software ecosystem has made a large impact on

he platform business and research world. Over a short period of time

oth scientists ( [1–4] , and many others) and companies (Apple, Mi-

rosoft, SAP, etc.) have conceptualized and realized software ecosystems

n a way that has significantly affected society and the software indus-

ry. Software producing organizations are structurally trying to improve

heir position in their software ecosystems. After all, having a top sell-

ng app in an app store can mean instant success for budding software

ompanies and being the number one platform in a particular domain

rovides longevity and propensity for growth [5] . 

.1. Motivations for ecosystem governance 

Software ecosystems are an effective way to construct large soft-

are systems on top of a software platform by composing compo-

ents developed by actors both internal and external [6] . Olsson and

osch [7] define the following motivators for developing software

cosystems. We elaborate their list of motivators with findings from our

revious work [8] . 
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First, customers can demand diversity and variety in a large-scale

roduct, where the organization supporting the product wants to focus

n the core features of the product. They also observe that the costs of

nnovation can be shared and spread throughout the value chain. We

nd that that is true for three reasons. (1) Extenders can combine tech-

ologies that enable innovations that the platform orchestrator would

ot have implemented, such as a hardware extension for a mobile phone

hat scans bar codes. (2) Extenders can focus on niches that the platform

rchestrator cannot focus on, such as a paper invoice scanning software

ompany, that builds an extension for a bookkeeping platform. (3) When

ompanies specialize, they inevitably become more successful in their

iche than a generalist, which means that the platform provider can

ocus on their specialty: building a platform. 

Secondly, Olsson and Bosch suggest that the costs for commoditizing

unctionality can be decreased by sharing maintenance . Apple, for in-

tance, did not want to be a game studio, Enterprise Resource Planning

endor, and media company, besides developing high quality phones

nd an operating system. The niche players, on the other hand, did not

ant to have to develop new gaming devices that inevitably would have

een less successful than Apple’s platforms. These extenders are well
er 2019 
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illing to pay the 30% markup on their extensions in the app store [9] .

n the other hand, the platform provider can extract value from the

cosystem . 

Thirdly, Olsson and Bosch observe that extender technologies may

lso become platformized in the long run. This creates ecosystems of

cosystems , where new platforms are formed on top of existing plat-

orms. An interesting example is the ARComp case that is presented in

his article, which is an augmented reality platform based on the Unity

latform. 

We add two further observations. Organizations can use reseller

cosystems for economies of scale and to penetrate hard to reach mar-

ets . Microsoft, for instance, in its early years realized that they could

apture markets faster using partners. Also, SAP always wanted to be

 platform company, and not a services company, and thereby devel-

ped one of the largest partner networks in the world, servicing SAP

ustomers worldwide. 

Another motivation for organizations to invest into management of a

oftware ecosystem is Staying Power [5] : customers who have invested

ignificantly in the connection of their systems will be less likely to leave

he ecosystem. Iansiti and Levien [10] mention that “if a SECO orches-

rator continually improves their platform SECO, they ensure their own

urvival and prosperity. ” An extension of that is when partners invest

n the platform and attract new sales to the platform. Intel, for instance,

as created an investment fund of more than one billion euros to make

ure young high potential companies use Intel technologies for their fu-

ure best sellers to attract these budding companies to their ecosystems

or years to come. Besides an increased change of business survival, a

ECO is a powerful source of competitive advantage for an orchestrator.

ccording to Williamson and De Meyer [11] , an orchestrator may reap

he benefits of economies of scale by creating a platform ecosystem. This

equires a lower investment than if the orchestrator would try to offer

he functionality itself. 

.2. Definitions 

Several terms need to be defined. We define a software ecosystem

s a set of organizations collaboratively serving a market for software

nd services [8] . Typically these ecosystems are underpinned by a com-

on technology, such as an extendable software platform. Furthermore,

n assumption is made that there exists an ecosystem orchestrator, that

evelops a platform and orchestrates the ecosystem around it. The or-

hestrator is also often called a keystone in an ecosystem. Partners are

rganizations that provide services and products that extend the capa-

ilities of the orchestrator, such as consultancy, product, or knowledge

artners. Extenders are organizations that extend a platform with an ex-

ension: an application or solution that further builds on the platform.

xtenders are not always acknowledged partners by the orchestrator,

uch as single open source developers or competitors developing exten-

ions. Furthermore, the term app is used interchangeably with applica-

ion, solution, or extension. 

Alves et al. [12] define software ecosystem governance mechanisms

s managerial tools of players in software ecosystems that have the goal

f influencing an ecosystem’s health. Furthermore, they categorize gov-

rnance practices at a course grained level into the practices of “Value

reation ”, “Coordination of Players ”, and “Organizational Openness and

ontrol ”. In this article, the governance definition of Alves et al. is fol-

owed and the governance tools that are expressed in their work form

n inspiration to the model presented in this article. 

.3. Problem statement and contributions 

Even though the field of software ecosystem management and soft-

are ecosystem governance is rapidly maturing, many organizations

re still reinventing tools and methods for becoming stronger in a soft-

are ecosystem. There exists little usable knowledge on quickly imple-

entable processes and practices for organizing an ecosystem. The or-
anizations that participated in this study indicated that they lacked a

omprehensive framework for the tools and practices available to them

o improve and advance the management of their software ecosystems.

his leads to the following research question: “How can a maturity model

e developed that enables organizations to assess and advance their software

cosystem governance practices? ”

This work provides three main contributions. 

• In Section 2 the research method is presented. The research method

section discusses the effectiveness of a maturity model as a vehi-

cle of disseminating knowledge about software ecosystem gover-

nance. One of its main contributions is that the section discusses

how the maturity model is populated with literature and eval-

uated through desk and empirical case studies . 

• Section 4 presents the six empirical case studies at four compa-

nies and highlights their motivations for developing large ecosystem

governance improvement initiatives. Furthermore, a cross-case syn-

thesis provides insight into the practices organizations implement

most frequently and what types of organizations are mature in their

software ecosystem governance. 

• In Section 3 we present the Software Ecosystem Governance Ma-

turity Model (SEG-M 

2 ). The maturity model provides concrete and

detailed instructions on how to assess a company’s maturity in terms

of governance of its ecosystem. Furthermore, it provides concrete in-

structions on how to move the software ecosystem governance ini-

tiatives forward. It provides organizations with concrete tools, pro-

cesses, and methods for creating and developing a software ecosys-

tem. Furthermore, it discusses which maturity levels can be achieved

and who are the roles responsible for the process. 

• We provide detailed descriptions of the SEG-M 

2 prac-

tices [13] that organizations can implement, including their

sources in literature. The detailed descriptions have the goal to

disambiguate the practices and provide organizations with handles

to self-evaluate their software ecosystem governance practices. 

In Sections 6 and 7 , we discuss and summarize our contributions.

he main points of validity are that maturity models are an appropri-

te vehicle for communicating extensive domain knowledge and that

here exists insufficient tooling for maturity models. We also hypoth-

size about the patterns observed in more mature software producing

rganizations and that open and closed software platforms are not sig-

ificantly different when it comes to software ecosystem governance.

urthermore, we highlight how an organization’s strategy determines

he target maturity level for any software ecosystem governing organi-

ation. 

. Research method 

The SEG- M 

2 has been created following the guidelines for creating

ocus area maturity models [14] . We have chosen focus area maturity

odels [15] as the framework for structuring our findings. Focus area

aturity models are especially effective at defining a domain and pro-

iding organizations with sets of implementable practices and processes.

ocus area maturity models are distinguished from fixed-level maturity

odels, such as the capability maturity model for software development,

n that they are especially suited to the incremental improvement of

unctional domains. To be more specific, the SEG- M 

2 has been created

ollowing the guidelines for creating maturity models, as presented by

e Bruin et al. [14] . The SEG- M 

2 went through two evaluation cycles.

n the first cycle, we evaluated the cases against sixdesk studies, which

ooked at existing materials of existing companies, mostly by literature

tudy, old case materials, and online platform descriptions. In the sec-

nd cycle, the SEG- M 

2 was evaluated and complemented using empir-

cal case studies, each comprising 5 days or more on site, through six

oftware ecosystem governance maturity evaluations at four companies.

he model was not significantly changed after the first cycle. Saturation
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Fig. 1. A meta-model for focus area maturity models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

as not purposefully reached, but the case participants all indicated that

he model was useful to them. 

The work is the summarization and culmination of our previous work

n this domain. In the past we frequently discuss the governance and

anagement of software ecosystems from the keystone point of view.

n 2010 van den Berk and Jansen [16] created a model to assess the

trategy of companies in software ecosystems, using metric categories

f biology, lifestyle, environment, and health care organization. van den

erk’s model is course grained and hard to adopt in practice, especially

ecause few actual governance mechanisms are provided. In our work

n defining ecosystems [8] a model is provided that also includes gover-

ance mechanisms for both open source and closed organizations. The

ractices in that framework have also been foundational to this work, al-

hough the governance practices remain abstract, e.g., “Form alliances ”,

Create a partnership model ”, and “Start certification program ”. 

Secondly, the work of Baars and Jansen [17] comes close to the SEG-

 

2 that is presented in this article. Baars’ work was inspired in part by

ur previous work on defining software ecosystems [8] . It is the first

odel of its kind that presents concrete governance practices for key-

tone firms, such as “Create a development standard ”, and is evaluated

n two case studies. Many of the practices from Baars et al. have been

dopted in the SEG- M 

2 , although the practices in this work are more

ne-grained and more information is provided how the practices need

o be implemented. Furthermore, the work of van Angeren et al. [18] at-

empts to compare four similar ecosystems from two large software ven-

ors and find the differences in governance mechanisms. These works

ave all been fundamental in the identification of governance practices

n software ecosystems as identified in this work. 

.1. Focus area maturity models 

Maturity models are a proven tool in the creation of collections of

nowledge of practices and processes about a particular domain [19] .

xamples of maturity models are the project management matu-

ity model [20] , the capability maturity model for software develop-

ent [21] , the Industry Open Source Model [22] , and the service inte-

ration maturity model [23] . 

One specific type of maturity model, focus area maturity mod-

ls [15,24] , is used to establish the maturity levels of an organization in

 specific functional domain. A focus area maturity model must have a

ell-defined scope in the sense of the functional domain it applies to. A

unctional domain is described by the set of focus areas that constitute

t. With each focus area a set of capabilities is associated. The capabil-

ties are positioned against each other in a maturity matrix. Based on

he positioning of the capabilities in the maturity matrix a number of

aturity levels can be distinguished. To guide the organization in incre-

ental development of the functional domain, improvement actions are

ssociated with the capabilities. A simplified meta-model for maturity

odels is given in Fig. 1 , highlighting the main concepts of maturity

odels: focus areas, capabilities, practices , and maturity levels . The focus

rea maturity model for software ecosystem governance has seven focus

reas, 38 capabilities, 168 practices, and eight maturity levels for each

f the focus areas (including level 0). 

de Bruin et al. [14] generalize a method for creating a maturity

odel from existing models. They propose the phases of scope, design,

opulate, test, deploy, and maintain . We follow their process to describe

he creation of the SEG- M 

2 . 

• Scope - The focus of the SEG- M 

2 is domain specific: it aims to de-

scribe governance practices of ecosystem coordinators, i.e., people

who are responsible for the ecosystem; its design, its management,

and its performance. The audience consists of practitioners, although

academics may find inspiration from the SEG- M 

2 to research partic-

ular practices and their effects on the health of ecosystems. 

• Design - The design phase attempts to answer the why, how, and

who questions. 
– The ‘why’ for the SEG- M 

2 is that its main goal is to support orga-

nizations that own a platform, in maturing their ecosystem gov-

ernance practices. 

– The ‘how’ , is that organizations can implement particular prac-

tices to reach a particular level of maturity in a focus area. 

– The ‘who’ is actually a two-way question: to whom does the

SEG- M 

2 apply and who applies the SEG- M 

2 . The audience is

both managers of partner management programs, for instance

sales, consultancy, or development, and managers of technical

departments of organizations, such as CTOs, development pro-

gram managers, and community managers. In this article we

present how the SEG- M 

2 is applied to evaluate different cases.

The model has been designed with the purpose to be applied in

self-assessments by organizations, as well. Two other researchers

have applied the SEG- M 

2 and reported that it is doable with the

detailed practice descriptions [13] . 

• Populate - The practices were found by taking the literature studies

of Manikas [2] and Alves et al. [12] as a starting point and snow-

balling forward and backward [25] . Please note that these also in-

clude our previous studies on software ecosystem management and

governance [8,16–18] . We analyzed the papers mentioned in these

studies and identified the practices in them. Subsequently, we snow-

balled one level deeper. To supplement the study with more recent

articles, we also added the articles that cited these two literature

studies to our literature body. 

We defined a practice as any practice that has the express goal to change

the position of the platform in the software ecosystem , for instance by

mobilizing and attracting more developers. Furthermore, the prac-

tice has to be executable by a member of the platform team and

should have a defined owner. The practices were positioned into the

maturity model pragmatically. Some of the practices would have fit

at different levels and the design decision was made to put prac-

tices in a separate box, i.e., no box is filled by multiple practices.

When required, an extra focus area was introduced. Dependencies

were avoided where possible, although they are present in the SEG-

M 

2 . There is a ‘natural’ progression of the practices, and oftentimes

a level 4 practice cannot be introduced without having first imple-

mented a lower level practice. Some of the practices were moved to

different levels during the evaluations. For example, with the avail-

ability of particular tools, such as documentation generation tools
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Table 1 

Ambition maturity levels in the SEG- M 

2 per focus area. Please note that the examples do not score this level on all of the focus areas; the examples serve 

as an illustration of the kinds of companies that achieve these maturity levels in most of the focus areas. 

Level Name Description Examples 

0 No ecosystem Products are budding open, first lists of partners are being created, but the 

ecosystems are unstructured and the coordinating organization is immature. 

NetCompP3, NetCompP1 

1 Extensible open product Products are opened up for multi-layer extension, but very little attention is paid 

to ecosystem coordination. Partner management receives little attention. 

NetCompP2, ERPCompP1 

2 Extensible open platform The product is increasingly seen as a platform. Third parties approach the 

organization with feature requests about the platform. 

XBMC platform 

3 Robust platform ecosystem Partners increasingly base their business on the platform. The platform is leading 

in some niches. The supporting organization can fully support all partners. Some 

certification takes place. 

Eclipse platform 

4 Leading ecosystem Partners are benefiting greatly from the platform. Customers are increasingly 

seeing the value of the platform and creating extensions themselves. The platform 

is challenging the status quo in some industries. 

SAP Hana Platform 

5 Reigning ecosystem The ecosystem is at full strength and growing rapidly. Partners are experiencing 

strong connections with the coordinating firm. The coordinating party is 

strategically focusing on the platform and decreasing its efforts on customers and 

end-users. It is on top in many industries and seen as a market leader. Others say 

they want to have an ecosystem such as the coordinating party. 

Steam platform 

6 Absorbing ecosystem The ecosystem is leading and also absorbing other ecosystems, such as surrounding 

hardware and software ecosystems. Patents and mergers have become strategic 

instruments for increasing business. New niches are introduced regularly. 

Apple iOS Platform 

7 Ecosystem of ecosystems The ecosystem is absorbing other ecosystems and creating new ones in its wake. 

Third parties can create markets in markets. The coordinating firm needs to 

maintain an open strategy for fear of monopoly. 

Google Android Platform, 

RedHat Linux platform 
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from API specifications, it became significantly easier to create in-

teractive documentation, we found. That practice was moved from

level 7 to level 4 during the evaluations. 

• Test - The SEG- M 

2 has been evaluated in two rounds. First, six

desk studies were performed. These cases were selected by the or-

ganizations that participated in the evaluations, i.e., they wished to

be benchmarked against these particular organizations (Microsoft,

Salesforce.com, Eclipse, iOS, Android, Cisco). The practices were

evaluated using documentation, creating developer accounts, and

informal interviews with developers within these ecosystems. These

reference cases provided benchmarking capabilities to the SEG- M 

2 .

six empirical cases at four companies followed the case study proto-

col described below. 

• Deploy - The deployment of the SEG- M 

2 follows two steps. First,

the evaluation at the case companies has functioned in part as an

extra evaluation step, but also to test the adoption and acceptance

of the SEG- M 

2 in practice. The second part is the publication of the

SEG- M 

2 , of which this article is the main artefact. 

• Maintain - The model is currently in its first public version. In the

next phase, the SEG- M 

2 should be applied more often to gather ev-

idence. Furthermore, a discussion platform is needed to encourage

discourse about the SEG- M 

2 . We consider putting the practices and

the SEG- M 

2 into a curated Wiki as future work. 

The maturity levels in Table 1 have been defined as ambition goal

evels. These levels have been determined pragmatically: they are goals

hat were defined by the organizations who participated in the case stud-

es. There exists a relationship between the levels and the practices. In

any cases, the practices that are necessary to reach a particular ma-

urity level, and do not make sense for other levels. For instance, be-

ng a leading ecosystem requires that the architecture of the platform

hat is managed needs to be continuously hardened ( practice 5.1.4 ). At

ower levels that practice does not necessarily need to be implemented.

hat said, it is still challenging to associate higher levels with practices,

s being “an ecosystem of ecosystems ” is not something that is simply

eached by implementing all the practices. One would still need to at-

ract a significant number of developers and partners before that level is

eached. Fortunately, evidence shows that organizations only fully im-

lement the practices when they are needed and fit a particular need in

he ecosystem. Please note that organizations do not achieve one level

uring an evaluation: they achieve a level for each focus area. Table 1 is
est interpreted as a table of ambition levels and if an organization is

ot interested in a particular focus area, they do not need to achieve the

arget level in that focus area. 

Please note that some of the case company teams indicated that they

o not wish for their commercially sensitive information to be published

nd have requested anonymity. For some of the case companies, how-

ver, it is easy to retrieve their identity. ARcompP1, for instance, has

lready been mentioned as Vuforia in another publication. We have uni-

ormly named the empirical case companies with code names, such as

etCompP1. The desk studies have been identified by name, as the ma-

erial used for these cases is publicly available. 

.2. Test phase and validity: Case study approach 

Before publishing the SEG- M 

2 , it was tested on six case studies at four

ompanies. The case studies followed the steps defined by Yin [26] . The

ase studies were found using convenience sampling; organizations ap-

roached members of our research group to establish whether we could

upport them in the improvement of their software ecosystem gover-

ance practices. 

The case studies lasted five days or more per assessment. The or-

anizations that participated in this work had a strategic focus on their

oftware ecosystems. Because of top management buy-in, it was not hard

o convince the companies to participate in these studies. 

On the first day, the researcher studied the ecosystem independently,

oing research into the business model (using Schief’s software business

odel framework [27] ), the market situation, the platform orchestrator,

nd by evaluating competing platforms. Assumptions and observations

ere noted down in the case report, to be confirmed during the later

nterviews. Typically, the case study was launched in a group meeting,

here the platformâs main managers were present. Such groups typi-

ally consisted of a director, one or more product managers, a release

anager, a quality assurance manager, a community manager, an ac-

ount manager, and in many cases a market manager, e.g., the manager

f the app store. Over the following days, new interviewees were identi-

ed in a snowballing manner during the interviews, or by the managers

f the platform. 

Over the course of three days interviews were organized with plat-

orm developers, market developers, quality assurance team members,

nd the managers mentioned above. Interviews lasted between one and
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hree hours. Longer interviews typically also involved translators at

ompanies where the local language was not English. Due to anonimiza-

ion we cannot disclose which languages these were. 

The interviews followed a protocol consisting of three parts: first the

oal of the research was presented. Secondly, the position of the intervie-

ee was discussed. Thirdly, each of the SEG- M 

2 practices was discussed.

nce a practice had been identified to be present or absent without con-

ict twice in interviews or documentation, the practice was not further

iscussed in following interviews, to ensure that enough time was left

o discuss other practices. Interviewees commented on the individual

ractices and were often interested in receiving more materials around

he work that they did. 

After processing the interviews over the course of several days, a

orkshop was organized with the members of the team, describing how

he SEG- M 

2 could be used to advance the company’s ecosystem manage-

ent. First, a presentation was given about the assessment, the role of

he assessment, and the outcome. Next, over the course of four hours the

ractices were discussed that should be implemented to mature ecosys-

em management within the company. Practices were marked as ‘im-

lementable’, ‘implementable and planned’, ‘not applicable’, and ‘not

mplementable’. 

The case studies were performed by three different researchers; the

rst author and two researchers active in the domain. The results of each

f the case studies were reviewed by one other researcher, to evaluate

ach other’s findings. Typically, very few changes were made after one

f these reviews. The data of the cases is available, but due to the com-

ercially sensitive nature, notes, interviews, and evaluations can only

e reviewed under the supervision of the authors. The case material is

rganized in separate digital folders per case. 

. The software ecosystem governance maturity model 

The practices are divided into seven focus areas and are modeled in

ig. 2 . The seven focus areas were identified by classifying the practices

ccording to topic. The focus areas are not of equal size, as the topic of

oftware ecosystem governance is not equally distributed over different

omains; it for instance has many practices around software develop-

ent and only some minor but relevant practices around intellectual

roperty. Furthermore, the division between the strategic perspective and
Fig. 2. Seven focus areas of the SEG- M 

2 . 
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esearch and development perspective was validated by discussions

ad with the case participants. These participants typically fell into the

ategories of more technically oriented staff versus the more manage-

ent oriented staff. 

Fundamentally, software product and platform producing organiza-

ions all want the same thing: to run an innovative continuous soft-

are business with propensity for growth. Cusumano already dubbed

his term “Staying Power ” [5] . The construction of an ecosystem around

 platform is perhaps the epitome of Staying Power. Staying Power is

eached by minimizing risk, increasing innovation, increasing revenue,

nd creating a healthy network of partners around the business. Each

f the seven focus areas in the SEG- M 

2 is represented by these core val-

es when improving Staying Power. The seven focus areas are, going

lockwise in Fig. 2 : 

• Associate Models - All practices to do with management and coordi-

nation of partners is found under the associate models focus area. It

contains practices such as the creation of partnership models, partner

training, and consultancy and sales partner support. One of the more

technical aspects of associate models is the creation of systems that

enable partners to communicate with end users, such as approval

systems in app stores or SAPâs customer partner connection center,

that enables partners to share ticketing systems with customers and

SAP itself. 

• Ecosystem Health - The ecosystem health perspective regards the

ecosystem as a living ecosystem that can be analyzed as a whole,

also contrasting itself with other potentially influencing ecosystems.

The practices in this focus area are concerned with partner health

analysis, sharing of market data, and making strategic choices in

regards to competing ecosystems. 

• Open Markets - The open Markets focus area concerns itself with the

creation of an open market for services and applications. The prac-

tices belonging to extension approval, extension marketing, business

model innovation, and app delivery are part of the open markets

focus area. The area evenly divides itself across management and

technical boundaries. 

• Open Platforms - All practices related to the creation of a stable

solid and open platform belong to the open platforms focus area. It

is concerned with the creation of a platform, the platformâs security,

its extension capabilities, and documentation. 

• Intellectual Property - The practices to do with patent manage-

ment and intellectual property management within the ecosystem

are gathered in the focus area around intellectual property. At the

lowest levels it is concerned with innovation sharing across the

ecosystem. At the higher levels it is concerned with patents, licenses,

and stimulation of ecosystem health by co-creation. 

• Open Innovation - The open innovation focus area is concerned

with sharing knowledge across the ecosystem to feed external devel-

opers with new possibilities for improvement, also known as niche

creation. At the lowest levels it is concerned with sharing devel-

opment practices and innovations with partners. At higher levels it

is concerned with creating shared innovations and ecosystem stan-

dards. 

• Software Development Governance - In this focus area, all prac-

tices are collected that are concerned with observing, supporting,

and enabling software developers. The practices are concerned with

domains such as testing, road mapping, shared requirements. At the

lowest levels the focus area is concerned with opening up to de-

velopers and enabling them to develop third-party extensions. At

higher levels it is concerned with collecting data (software opera-

tion knowledge, or SOK [28] ) about applications and their develop-

ers and about supporting developers in helping each other. 

Under the seven ecosystem management focus areas 168 practices

ave been identified. These practices have been collected into an ecosys-

em management maturity model, with the goal of providing ecosys-

em managers with a road to improvement and achievements of higher
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Table 2 

Example practice description: Share AppTest procedures. 

Practice code: 

2.1.3 

Name: 

Share AppTest procedures 

Focus area: 

Software Development Governance 

Description: The organization must provide extension developers with procedures and tools for extension testing. Also, the organization 

must provide typical textual test scenarios and may ask developers to submit their test cases for future extension certification. The test 

procedures are deeply rooted in the quality management process for the platform and provide developers with insight into the qualities 

that the keystone values. 

When implemented: 

• The test manager approves of test procedures for extension developers. 

• Tool support is provided to enable extension developers to test their extensions (semi-)automatically. 

Role responsible: Quality manager Literature : [9,29,30] 
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evels of ecosystem management maturity. Eight ecosystem manage-

ent maturity levels have been established, as listed in Table 1 . 

The practices that are in the SEG- M 

2 are listed in Tables 3 and 4 .

urthermore, they have been described in detail [13] as to provide both

ractitioners and researchers with a full background on the practice.

he practices are deeply rooted in both empirical experience, the desk

tudies, and literature. The practices have been described using the fol-

owing elements: 

• Practice code - The practice code is made up of three numbers.

The first number concerns the focus area, the second number the

capability, and the third number the maturity level. As there are

empty elements in the matrix, the numbers are not consecutive. 

• Practice - The name of the practice, as it is mentioned in the SEG-

M 

2 . 

• Focus area - The focus area is mentioned to indicate the domain in

which this practice is relevant. 

• Description - A paragraph of text is provided to describe the prac-

tice in detail. The main reason for providing a lengthy description is

internal validity: in future evaluations by third parties, they should

be able to perform the evaluations independently. 

• When implemented - Provides a series of necessary conditions

before this practice can be marked as implemented. Again, to

strengthen internal validity of the SEG- M 

2 . 

• Role responsible - One of the main findings during the case studies

was that managers wanted to know who should be responsible for

implementing a particular practice. This is now part of the SEG- M 

2 

as well. The roles are indicators, as the naming in companies can be

different and domain specific. 

• Literature - Several references are given to articles that mention the

practice. The literature is mainly found in the mentioned SLRs. 

In Table 2 a sample of a practice description is provided. 

.1. Roles in software ecosystem governance 

There are several different roles that play a part in governing the

cosystem. Examples are product managers, quality managers, and re-

ease managers. These may traditionally have had an inward role, but

ow need to facilitate partners as well as customers. In the practice de-

criptions the roles are explicitly appointed: largely to make sure that

here are people adopting practices as their own responsibility instead

f leaving it to the group. These roles are given for inspiration, as not

ll of these may be available within a software producing organization.

• Chief Technology Officer - The chief technology officer (CTO) is

an executive-level decision maker throughout the whole process of

software ecosystem development [8] . The CTO concerns long-term

and “big picture ” issues focusing on the focal company and other

supporting technologies involving participants within the ecosystem.

In the meanwhile, the CTO may focus on commercialization of cer-

tain platform or technologies. Moreover, the CTO should also be in

charge of the technical personnel (i.e., developers and technical sup-

port group) management and policy establishment. 
• Chief Software Architect - The chief architect is one of the most

important decision makers in the process of establishing a software

ecosystem [30–32] . The chief architect determines how the platform

will be extended by extenders and enables an open, extendable, in-

novative, smartly versioned architecture. The chief architect is in-

volved in the process of API and SDK design, establishing where the

best monitoring points are, and how the system must be made as

secure as possible, while remaining open for extension. 

• Software Product Manager - The software product manager or

product owner is the first person who starts incorporating wishes

from partners into a product or platform. The job of a software prod-

uct manager is significantly changed when an ecosystem is intro-

duced for a platform [8] . The tasks the software product manager

will be executing are the creation of open requirements manage-

ment systems, the creation of documentation for extenders to create

extensions based on APIs and SDKs, and the constant listening to the

requirements and feedback from extenders in the field. 

• Software Quality Manager - Software quality managers must real-

ize that with the advent of software ecosystems, they become re-

sponsible for the quality and security of the product beyond the

scope of the company. Extenders, often less equipped to provide

the same levels of quality and security, must be guided to make

sure they do not accidentally introduce vulnerabilities into the

ecosystem [8] . 

• Software Release Manager - Software release managers are respon-

sible for the correct and complete delivery of new software versions

to extenders and customers. However, to avoid lag, quality problems,

and extension incompatibility, software release managers must coor-

dinate early releases to extenders, to provide them the opportunity

to test and develop their extensions against the newer versions of

the platform [33] . 

• Community Manager - The community manager becomes respon-

sible for managing the different communities, whether it is the com-

prehensive partner community (f.i., all businesses developing apps

for Android), or separate developer communities (f.i., the Chrome

extension developer community). The community manager needs to

constantly be aware of the developments in the community, needs to

listen to developers, and make sure that software developers in the

ecosystem are happy and productive. The community manager does

so by maintaining community portals, organizing developer meet-

ings, and directing developer feedback to the product manager and

architects [34] . 

• Partner Manager - The Partner Manager is responsible for all com-

mercial interests of partners. The Partner Manager is creating busi-

ness opportunities for partners, to enable them to create value for

themselves and the ecosystem. As such, the Partner Manager is con-

cerned with creating partner models [18] , enabling different busi-

ness models, and connecting potential customers with partners. 

• Support Manager - The responsibilities of a support manager within

a software producing organization are suddenly expanded when an

ecosystem with developers starts gathering around an organization.

The support manager becomes responsible for providing answers,
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Table 3 

The SEG- M 

2 . Dev stands for developer, Devm for development. Part 1 of 2. 

1 Associate Models 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1.1 Partner promotion and 

grooming 

Scout strategic 

partners 

Partner relationship 

model 

Partner training and 

showcasing 

Certification Partner health 

analysis 

Involve start-ups Partner exclusion 

1.2 Partnership management Informal 

agreements 

Partner contracts Associate model Advanced associate 

model 

1.3 Consulting partner 

support 

Informal consultancy 

partner support 

Formal trainings Consultant 

certification 

Organizing consultant 

events 

1.4 Connect customers and 

partners 

Direct customers 

to partners 

Create partner index Provide ticketing 

system 

Provide customer 

contact data to 

partners 

Share customer 

configurations 

1.5 Marketing and sales Partner and 

customer focus 

Co-acquisition Revenue sharing Partner focus 

1.6 Training Simple getting started 

guides 

Prof. training 

organization 

Certification based on 

training 

Partner employee 

management 

1.7 Sales partner support Informal sales 

partner support 

Certify sales partners Market-specific sales 

groups 

Organizing local sales 

events 

Partner awards 

2 Sw. Devm. Governance 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2.1 App testing Informal tests Create app test procedure Share app test 

procedure 

Binary ext. test proc Allow partners to 

self-test 

Partners submit tests 

with App 

2.2 Application quality Support partners Platform sandbox Detect quality issues Share issues with 

partners 

Create SOK portals 

2.3 Dev relationships Informal contacts Dev. meetups are 

organized 

Coordinated feedback 

channels 

Dev. interaction is 

supported 

Partners help partners Devs contribute to 

other devs 

2.4 Devm process 

automation 

Quick install for SDK or 

streamlined API adoption 

Automated testing IDE extensions Automated releasing 

2.5 Devm support Informal dev 

partner support 

Dedicated engineers Knowledge 

infrastructure 

Ticketing systems Collaborative road 

mapping 

Collaborative dev. Facilitate ecosystem of 

ecosystems 

2.6 Requirements sharing Informal 

transparency 

Formal communication 

policy 

Requirements portal Devs role in 

requirements portal 

Partner supports 

prioritization 

Partners pick up 

requirements as 

co-devs 

2.7 Roadmapping Open roadmap Partner extensions 

taken into account 

Partner extensions 

part of road map 

2.8 Dev monitoring Informal 

monitoring 

Monitor feedback 

channels for dev motives 

Document dev wants 

and needs 

Adjust docs according 

to demands 

Study dev behavior 

through SOK 

Use automatic data 

collection from IDE 

3 Open Markets 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3.1 app stores, component 

markets 

Internal extensions 

list 

List of extensions app store Microservice 

architecture 

Dynamic app 

composition 

3.2 Application format and 

delivery 

Integrateable 

components, manual 

installs 

One-click install of 

integrations 

On-demand 

applications 

Extendable 

applications 

3.3 App approval process Informal Establish app approval 

team 

Process support and 

automation 

Self-moderation by 

end-users 

External partners 

approve apps 

3.4 App curation Opportunistic Formal ruleset Appeals policy Community curation 

support 

3.5 App marketing Marketing of 

extensions in app 

store 

Marketing of 

extensions outside of 

app store 

3.6 Community Engagement Create dev forum Organize dev-cons 

and hackathons 

Showcase devs and 

solutions 

Showcase tools by 

devs 

3.7 Business model 

innovation 

Reseller model app store model In-app purchases Subscription 
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Table 4 

The SEG–M 

3 . Dev s tands for developer, Devm for development. Part 2 of 2. 

4 Intellectual Property 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4.1 Licensing Local products 

licensed 

Sharing licenses with 

partners 

Automated checking 

of license violations 

4.2 Digital asset management Reuse policy for 

internal products 

Reuse policy for external 

products 

Reuse policy for 

internal products with 

partners 

Reuse policy for 

external products 

with partners 

Contributions to other 

ecosystems 

coordinated 

4.3 Patent management Third party patents 

licensed 

Patents created for 

the platform 

IP sharing with 

partners 

Patent violations 

identified 

5 Open Platforms 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5.1 Platform hardening First weaknesses 

identified 

Guards built in Structural hardening 

process 

Architecture becomes 

first class citizen 

5.2 Platform extensibility SDK or API Multi-layered ext. 

framework 

IDE Support Fourth party 

extensions 

5.3 Software operation 

knowledge 

Platform SOK gathered App SOK gathered Sharing bugs and 

crashes 

Sharing usage Sharing customer 

configurations 

5.4 Platform doc. Doc. with getting 

started 

Doc. with examples Doc. generated from 

code 

Interactive 

documentation 

Feedback gathered Prioritization based 

on knowledge needs 

5.5 Security Security scans Security policies Security policies 

shared with partners 

Security certification 

of partner 

components 

Security alerts shared 

in ecosystem 

5.6 Platform evolution Evolution policy 

established 

Directed feedback to 

partners about 

platform use 

6 Ecosystem Health 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6.1 Competing ecosystem 

analysis 

Informal 

competition 

analysis 

Reference competitors 

developed 

Policy for contributing 

to other ecosystems 

Domain engineering 

and niche discovery 

Partners guided in 

contributions to other 

ecosystems 

6.2 Market and customer 

analysis 

Market analysis 

for platform 

Market data shared Customer surveys Automated data 

collection 

Customer data shared 

6.3 Partner health 

assessment 

Ask partners for 

performance data 

Strategic partner 

analysis 

Partner surveys 

7 Open Innovation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7.1 Standards participation Standard adoption Participation in 

standard bodies 

Creation of new 

standards 

7.2 Partnering with academia Academic contacts Collaboration in 

research projects 

Shared R&D center 

7.3 Dev inspiration Stimulate in-company 

innovation 

Promote partner 

solutions 

Show partner 

innovations to 

partners 

Reward new 

innovations 

7.4 Open technology road 

maps 

Informal sharing Formal presentation Collaborative road 

maps 
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training, and documentation for extension developers, who’s ques-

tions are of a different nature than those of customers. 

Hess et al. [35] , provide a list of “new ” roles in an organization

ho enable ecosystems, such as “global ecosystem evangelist ”. The role

bove has been kept deliberately traditional, as to find the best fit with

he current organization of a software producing organization. 

. The case studies 

In this Section experiences with the SEG- M 

2 are shared. We describe

he empirical case studies that followed the case protocol, alphabeti-

ally. 

.1. ARCompP1 

Description: ARcompP1 is a platform for Augmented Reality that

rovides Application Programming Interfaces (API) in C++, Java,

bjective-C, and the.Net languages through an extension of the Unity

ame engine. With the use of 2D and 3D targets, augmented reality pro-

ides a new way to perceive the environment around combining virtual

o real. ArCompP1 was introduced five years ago and has become an

ndustry-leading platform on which all kinds of international companies

uild extensions. In 2015 it supported a global ecosystem of 175,000+

egistered developers and has powered 20,000+ apps with more than

00 million app installs worldwide. 

Orchestrator Motivation: ArCompP1 has been developed for devel-

pers wanting to create augmented reality solutions. The revenue model

epends on the number of developers that use the platform in their appli-

ations, providing abundant reason to create a healthy ecosystem. The

cosystem has been built up in a similar manner as the Unity platform

cosystem, on which ArCompP1 depends. 

Maturity Levels: Surprisingly, especially when looking at the high

umber of developers, ARcomp has rather immature governance of its

cosystem. First, it does not provide many facilities for its developers,

uch as ticketing, testing tools, or a platform sandbox. Primarily, devel-

pers use the forum for reporting problems and platform wishes. 

Evaluation Findings: One particular reason why ARcomp perhaps

oes not invest in the ecosystem extensively, is that ArCompP1 largely

epends on Unity, a platform that is highly mature. We find that Unity

rovides many of the services of which ArCompP1 profits. In a sense,

rCompP1 parasitically lives on the Unity platform, while simultane-

usly supplying new customers for Unity. Also, as ArCompP1 is a de-

elopment tool, ARcomp does relatively little to curate its ecosystem

nd manage it. After all, when developers pay to use ArCompP1, they

elf-select on being invested in the ecosystem and creating valuable ex-

ensions. Furthermore, these apps are released in dedicated app stores,

hich by themselves provide curation. 

Reflection on the Model: The main reflection from the ARCompP1

ase study is that it is hard to deal with a platform that is in itself part of

nother platform. Effectively, some of the advice that would follow from

he model for ARCompP1 is easily countered with “that has already been

mplemented in Unity. ” Such practices were not checked off, however,

s being part of another platform relinquishes control to another party.

.2. ERPCompP1 

Description: ERPCompP1 is a Dutch company that currently has

round 200,000 enterprise resource planning customers worldwide with

pproximately 2000 employees. They have an on-line product that is

opular, in large part due to the availability of an API and an app store

ith hundreds of connecting apps. These apps are mostly built by small

ndependent software vendors that offer services that can benefit from

onnecting to an enterprise resource planning package. 

Orchestrator Motivation: ERPCompP1 was always relatively strong

n managing its network of resellers, but, as they converted their cus-

omers from stand-alone to Software as a Service (SaaS) subscriptions,
he role for resellers was diminished. ERPCompP1 provided the resellers

 chance to become partners by developing extensions to ERPCompP1’s

roducts. Besides, ERPCompP1’s management realized that their prod-

ct is central to any company, and in its role as an information hub could

ecome much more relevant by connecting to third party services. ER-

CompP1 has collected data on its customers that show that customers

hat use more than one third party extension are 20% less likely to trans-

er to a competitor. 

Maturity Levels: The organization is currently at low levels of ma-

urity, even though it scores considerably higher on several of the seven

omains. ERPCompP1 falls short on some of the practices. First and fore-

ost, customers are still seen as the main focus for the company. Apps

re a relevant source of revenue, but customers still contribute signifi-

antly more to the bottom line. 

Currently, ERPCompP1 is governing API use for its partners, but

ithout too strict limitations. There are no test procedures, no release

chedules, there is no IDE support, and little operation data is gath-

red. Also, the ticketing system (bugs and feature requests) has not been

pened up to partners. ERPCompP1 is not secretive, but the system they

re using simply does not allow for opening up the bug tracker to the

utside world. Most of these have not been implemented due to the age

f the API (2 years old) and the fact that ERPCompP1 is still figuring

ut the most profitable way to deal with its partners. 

Evaluation Findings: The ERPCompP1 ecosystem is a success story.

any of the partners are enthusiastic about the platform, mostly because

he platform enabled them to grow rapidly. Some partners even man-

ged to piggy-back internationally, to some of ERPCompP1’s interna-

ional customers. ERPCompP1 is constantly growing its ecosystem and

rying new strategies. Presently it is experimenting, for instance, with a

ercentage fee of revenues made through the app store, although it is

ignificantly lower than Apple’s 30%, which is seen as a benchmark in

he industry. The revenues made with apps in ERPCompP1’s app store

re made in many varying ways: some companies offer a pay-per-use

odel, whereas others offer a pay-per-month model. ERPCompP1 has

ade separate agreements with each of its customers, which, although

ot scalable, has been a worthwhile experience in discovering the op-

ortunities in the ecosystem with partners. 

Reflection on the Model: The managers at ERPCompP1 evaluated

he maturity model for software ecosystem management positively. It

as considered a welcome contribution and highly informative. They

onsidered the collection of practices highly useful. The maturity rank-

ng was seen as an interesting guideline, but they considered that they

ould cherry pick the most valuable practices. When benchmarked

ith other platforms (Microsoft CRM, SalesForce), managers at ERP-

ompP1 considered it obvious that other organizations were more ma-

ure; mostly because these organizations had more strategically invested

n the ecosystem. Two new research challenges were introduced by ERP-

ompP1: (1) providing customer data to third parties (data governance)

as considered to be a research challenge on its own and (2) finding the

ptimum business model for what is essentially a data platform is chal-

enging too. 

.3. Creditcompp1 

Description: CreditCompP1 is currently the leader in its market of

redit management. They realized that their traditional reseller partner-

hips are no longer sufficient for continued growth and increased rev-

nues. A new strategic directive has been set to increase the level and

aturity of the strategic alliances with external entities, both existing

s well as yet unexplored opportunities. Illustrated by Director Channel

evelopment: “our number one priority is how to systematically attract new

nnovative partners to our ecosystem ”. 

Orchestrator Motivation: CreditCompP1 realizes that their only

ay to grow larger, is to start forging relationships with extenders and

dentifies this as a main priority for the next five years. Their platform is

mmature and they are currently redesigning their architecture to enable
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ore third party extensions. There is also a strong market drive, as some

f the competitors are performing better in terms of financially success-

ul partnerships. The company has implemented many practices and is

elatively mature in terms of software ecosystem governance. Their soft-

are ecosystem governance processes are well developed, indicated for

nstance by a well implemented set of practices for ecosystem health

anagement, but worryingly, they perform these practices on a low

umber of partners. 

Maturity Levels: CreditCompP1 is struggling in two areas within

heir propriety ecosystem, being collaborative software development,

nd software ecosystem growth. In terms of collaborative development,

esides outsourcing one third of their in-house software development

o two partner companies, there is little third-party development for

heir lead product. The first problem is directly related to their multi-

hannel software platform, on which the opportunities for extensions

nd independent development are built. In the words of its CEO: “the

rchitecture of our product is like spaghetti,[... ], making the transition to

n extendable multi-tenancy cloud-based platform extremely difficult due to

any dependencies built over the last 23 years ”. 

Evaluation Findings: The second problem is found in the finan-

ial performance of the partner portfolio. The sales director illustrates

he financial implications of an unbalanced and poorly designed part-

er portfolio: “over the last 3 years, only 2 out of the 12 business part-

erships yielded positive financial returns ”. This is supported in the words

f CreditCompP1’s CEO: “to become best-of-breed credit management soft-

are provider, our partner portfolio must grow exponentially. Not only grow,

e need to rethink our partnership approach ”. Although the recent incen-

ive to implement an extended associate model to support four clusters

referral, reseller, integrator, white-label) should increase the portfolio

iversity, the partner alliance manager reveals that this might not be

nough: “our partner selection process is mostly based on trust. There is no

tep-by-step approach that we follow for every single prospect ”. Analysis of

he four associate models further revealed the lack of balance in entry

riteria and missing partnership value analysis. 

Reflection on the Model: One of the main findings from the eval-

ation with CreditCompP1 was that they were enthusiastic about the

odel, but realized that the size of their ecosystem, currently at around

0 partners, does not yet warrant such a heavy investment in ecosystem

overnance. They discovered throughout the evaluation that the vision

n the company has been too much technological and too little on the

ctual attraction of new partners. 

.4. Netcompp1 

Description: NetComp is a large Asian network equipment manufac-

urer with a large product portfolio. The company has been active for

ecades as a prize fighter in the market, but has reached the status of be-

ng a household brand. As their equipment is pervasive in the market,

here are many ecosystem opportunities that are presently being pur-

ued by NetComp. We have evaluated three different platforms within

he NetComp company, NetCompP1, NetCompP2, and NetCompP3. 

Orchestrator Motivation (NetCompP1): NetComp is active as a

obile manufacturer and mimics the competition in terms of the sur-

ounding supporting ecosystem functions. As such, they provide a de-

eloper SDK for mobile apps, error reporting services, a dedicated app

tore, business models for app developers, etc. The software ecosystem

overnance practices are relatively mature and well developed, in large

art because the organization has set itself a goal to compete with some

f the largest mobile manufacturers internationally. The main motiva-

ion for evaluating the software ecosystem governance for NetCompP1

s to ensure that no practices are being ignored and that they do every-

hing in their power to support app developers. 

Maturity Levels: One interesting observation within NetCompP1

as that a dedicated Integrated Development Environment (IDE) was

reated for app developers. The main reason for doing so was to ensure

hat app developers would be able to create apps easily. A secondary
eason was to ensure that app developers use secondary features from

ther products and platforms at NetCompP1. An app developer can, for

nstance, by default use NetComp’s extensive cloud offerings and billing

olutions through libraries that are readily available in the SDK. Imple-

enting cloud offerings from another company would be possible, but

s the IDE comes with such features integrated, it is tempting for devel-

pers to simply use what is available from NetComp. 

Evaluation Findings: As the large mobile manufacturers were mim-

cked, the team behind P1 was not that impressed with the model: they

ad themselves already implemented most of the practices and found it

 useful overview. 

Reflection on the Model: In the discussions with the team, it was

ound that while the model was considered useful, they were far more

nterested in-depth tool evaluations of tools used by large mobile man-

facturers. Tools for billing, user tracking, developer tracking, and for

xample testing, were all considered relevant. Recently, we published

he findings from a study that was the result of our work with Net-

ompP1 [36] . 

.5. Netcompp2 

Description: NetCompP2 is a platform that was specifically designed

o facilitate the ecosystem of NetComp, as discussed in earlier work [31] .

everal hundred products were included in the initiative: NetComp de-

ided that all products must unify their partner acquisition and external

eveloper relations in one platform. The challenge of introducing Net-

ompP2, by now relatively successful, has been both a managerial one

nd a technical one. Many of the departments managing the products af-

ected this way had already been building up ecosystems and platforms

f their own, so a cultural change was needed to accomplish that all

hese products would start growing their ecosystems in a similar way.

n advantage has been that in this way the knowledge of platform and

artner management was unified in one team, which is relatively unique

or such a large firm. We highlight several discussion points experienced

y NetCompP2 in their ecosystems initiative. 

Orchestrator Motivation (NetCompP2): NetComp realizes that it

as been successful at growing their company autonomously, but also

ealizes that it can grow revenues without growing its employee base, by

obilizing its partners more. This incentive has led NetComp to under-

ake a company wide ecosystem improvement program. It was also in

art to eliminate the redundancy of each product unit developing their

wn partner and third–party developer management systems. 

Maturity Levels: In the communications industry security is a major

oncern. NetCompP2 architects are responsible for executing and check-

ng security guidelines. These guidelines are well documented and well

anaged in NetComp. The architects have three levels of security check

n place, which we cannot share for reasons of confidentiality. How-

ver, we are allowed to illustrate some of the guidelines that are used

y the architects. At the first level, the architects look at data leaks,

nlawful interception, and privacy protection. At the second level, the

rchitects have more advanced steps, such as data encryption, attack

nd integrity protection, and log auditing. At the third level, the archi-

ects apply tools such as virus protection, security hardening, protected

nstallations, database hardening, and some guidelines for partners on

ecurity. An interesting observation is that NetComp presently shares

ittle of this knowledge with partners, whereas partners can greatly ben-

fit from security audits. There are many ecosystem opportunities here:

artners can be audited, certified, and trained in the domain of security.

etComp is evaluating these different options presently. 

Evaluation Findings: As the hardware running for customers is gen-

rally deployed and then left alone, so are the NetComp products. This

esults in situations where the NetComp products running on extensible

ardware is running far behind the most recent version, making it harder

o develop against. It is, however, a challenge to convince partners to

pdate the software running on the hardware and its accompanying Net-

omp servers without any business incentive. Simultaneously, however,
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5

hen a customer wishes to acquire extended features through a Net-

omp partner, all hardware drivers must first be brought up to date.

etCompP2 is working on a policy to incentivize partners to upgrade

oftware, even when there is no direct need for the partner to do so. 

Reflection on the Model: NetCompP2 reflected on the model highly

ositively and the team behind it still uses it to set goals and improve-

ent projects for the future. NetCompP2 was evaluated twice, where in

he second phase many of the prescribed practices were implemented

y NetComp. NetComp had made significant progress in implementing

he practices. The managers at NetComp indicated that some practices

roved to be much harder to implement than initially expected. Imple-

enting a requirements management system that is also open to third

arties, for instance, would face both technical and cultural problems

ithin the organization. In NetComp, opening up the requirements man-

gement system to partners has proven so challenging, that the depart-

ent managers have adopted the system of a third party 1 that interfaces

ith the internally used system through an API and through manual data

opying. 

The main practices that were implemented between the two evalua-

ions were related to partner empowerment. Partners are now trained,

ertified, and their solutions can be showcased. Furthermore, partners

an now test their extensions in sandboxes, get detailed testing proce-

ures for their apps, and can prioritize bugs and features in bug track-

ng systems. Thirdly, app stores and extension lists are being created for

he different platforms, to enable partners to sell solutions directly to

etComp customers. Finally, developers are now informed of a widely

nown release schedule, as to preserve compatibility over different ver-

ions. A broader discussion on the use of the model at NetCompP2 is

iven in Section 6.2 . 

.6. Netcompp3 

Description: NetComp is a supplier to many wireless telecommu-

ication providers (TelCos). NetComp provides hardware to create the

nfrastructure that is needed to enable wireless networking. The TelCos

re seeing their roles diminish, as increasing numbers of customers are

nly using their services to connect to the internet. Whereas in the past

elCos could charge for services related to text messaging, phone min-

tes, international calls, content services, they are now being pushed

own the stack, meaning that they are forced to take on a role as an

nfrastructure provider: an activity that is perceived as less profitable. 

Many of the telecommunication providers are trying to offer extra

ervices by diversifying into different domains. NetComp is supporting

hese organizations by providing them with a business to business plat-

orm (NetCompP3) that enables telecommunication providers to build

heir own ecosystems. 

Orchestrator Motivation: NetComp was challenged by its TelCo

ustomers to support them in developing new business models and new

ays of engaging the TelCo clients. NetComp has been somewhat re-

uctant to develop its own ecosystem around NetCompP3, because Net-

omp feels it is competing with the TelCos if it enters that business too

eeply. On the other hand, they can offer their TelCo customers with

 network of relevant add-on service providers that may be relevant to

heir region. NetComp has been experiencing this as a tightrope, but its

elCo customers are excited about the new opportunities the TelCos can

ffer their clients. 

Maturity Levels: NetCompP3 scored the lowest of all cases. The

ain reason for this, however, was simply that this type of business is

ew to NetComp and many of the features that were not directly imple-

ented in the platform itself, were later dedicatedly implemented and

ustomized for the TelCo customers. NetCompP3 was only just discov-

ring that many of the features that were built customly for customers
1 Uservoice.com . 

 

t  
ay also be relevant for other customers and is currently going through

 transition from product to product line [37] . 

Evaluation Findings: NetComp plays an interesting role here. In

art it provides the technology for the TelCos to build their own ecosys-

ems, but simultaneously NetComp is itself finding partners for the Tel-

os and sharing them amongst the TelCos. NetCompP3 is effectively

esigning an ecosystem of ecosystems. 

Reflection on the Model: During the case study, we identified that

etCompP3 has two ecosystem perspectives: the TelCo’s ecosystem and

etCompP3’s ecosystem. For this study we focused on NetCompP3’s

cosystem. At NetComp, however, a proposal was made to support the

elCos with a maturity model of their own, that mainly focused on the

ower levels of the SEG- M 

2 . 

. Benchmarking the software ecosystem orchestrators 

Table 6 provides a benchmark for the different products that were

valuated in the case studies. The table shows which share of the prac-

ices has been implemented at a case company, out of all available prac-

ices. These percentages are misleading, as some practices may encom-

ass a much larger amount of work than others. The percentages do

how that there are relationships between the different focus areas, i.e.,

f an organization scores well in one aspect, they will probably also score

ell on another. We also find that two platforms and their organizations

core high: Android and iOS. These referential ecosystems have grown

y focusing on providing a high quality platform, a high quality product,

nd an active healthy ecosystem. 

Several observations can be made when studying average and stan-

ard deviations per process area in Table 6 . First, we notice that

oadmapping, licensing, and app marketing have the lowest standard

eviations, i.e., most organizations score around the same in these ar-

as. For each of these process areas it is relatively easy to reach the first

ractice but relatively hard to implement higher level practices. For li-

ensing, for instance, the lowest level practice immediately brings an

rganization to level 5, simply by licensing its own products, something

hat practically all software producing organizations do. 

When looking at standard deviations, it can be observed that some

ractices show far less consistency. For example, “Consulting partner

upport ” is a practice that some companies have perfected, such as Mi-

rosoft and CISCO, while others, such as Eclipse and NetComp have not

ocused on at all and thereby score significantly worse. The same holds

or “software operation knowledge ”, as some companies collect large

mounts of information about their partners and extenders, whereas

thers do not. 

We also find some extremes, where where the average scores are rel-

tively low or high. For instance, very few of the platform orchestrators

nable extenders frameworks for self-testing of extensions or provide

hem with instructions on how to make sure the extension works well

n the platform. Another example is platform documentation, where

ypically, organizations keep a relatively simple set of documents to de-

cribe the extension procedure, but have relatively little interactivity

r optimization in this documentation. On the high side we find “mar-

eting and sales ” activities and “community engagement ”. It becomes

bvious that all platform orchestrators in this study find collaborative

arketing and sales with partners a priority. 

These generic observations are indicative that the model differenti-

tes between different platform governance strategies and that there are

ess and more developed areas in the model. The less developed areas

resent opportunities for future research. Furthermore, the averages for

ach focus areas all lie around 60% which, even though not statistically

roven, indicate internal consistency of the model. 

.1. Experiences with the benchmark 

During the case studies the organizations were highly interested in

he benchmark table, especially because it gave them an indication

http://www.Uservoice.com
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Table 5 

Motivations for Ecosystem and Management Improvement. The platform owners are mostly driven by opportunities (value extraction) and fear 

(competition is doing better). Organizations that provide core features (e.g., ERP, cash flow management, telephone services) identify that there 

business is being pushed lower down the stack, so platformization is inevitable. “# Interv. ” indicates the number of formal interviews conducted at 

the case company. The “# Days ” indicates the number of days spent in the case company setting. 

Organization Motivations for ecosystem Motivation for ecosystem management 

improvement 

Platform technology 

offered as 

# Interv. # Days 

ARCompP1 Platform, started as development 

library 

Recent change of ownership Development 

library 

6 5 

Requires co-innovation Competition is catching up 

Extract value from the ecosystem 

Strategic position within Unity 

ecosystem 

ERPCompP1 Primarily aimed at SMEs with varying 

needs 

Competition is doing better SaaS 5 5 

Extract value from ecosystem Partners complain about business model 

Platformization imminent Ecosystem is used to convince customers 

CreditCompP1 Partners want to extend the platform Attract high quality, high value partners SaaS 8 7 

Customers say value of platform 

improves 

Value extraction from ecosystem 

Platformization imminent 

NetCompP1 Combination of different platforms Partners complain company is too closed Development 

library 

17 10 

One partner management system Insufficient numbers of partners and Set of APIs 

One ecosystem Competition is doing better 

NetCompP2 Extract value from the ecosystem Attract more developers and ISVs Operating System 10 6 

Connection to other platforms Competition is doing better 

Network effects 

NetCompP3 Platformization imminent APIs are poorly documented Product with APIs 8 5 

Customers need to innovate Creation of customer ecosystem 

API library is extra source of income Extract more value from ecosystem 

Innovation too slow acc. to 

partners/customers 
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f what others achieved and why. One of the most often heard com-

ents was, when seeing this table, that the organization still had a long

ay to go, and wanted to be equal level as another ecosystem in the

op 4. 

The fact that the higher scoring platforms are nearing 100% indicates

hat it is unclear from the literature what the next steps for these ecosys-

ems are. We dare speculate that once an ecosystem is optimally work-

ng, i.e., has achieved the highest level of management maturity and also

enetration of potential partners, it needs to diversify. We observe that

OS, for example, is venturing and specializing in more domains, such

s health. Furthermore, these platforms become fundamental pillars in

ur technology stack, and strong as they are, will soon be overgrown by

ther platforms, such as ambient ubiquitous voice interfaces, augmented

eality platforms, etc. 

.2. Motivations for software ecosystem orchestrators 

We have also asked the ecosystem coordinators what their motiva-

ion is for growing an ecosystem and what their motivation is to improve

he ecosystem. The results of these questions are found in Table 5 . The

easons for growing an ecosystem are varied, but some patterns can

e recognized. First, organizations that started as product vendors in-

icate that platformization is imminent: their product is becoming in-

reasingly vital to the business and increasingly is built upon by partners

nd customers themselves. A second recurring motivation is the extrac-

ion of value from the ecosystem, for instance by using app stores or

y using a pay-per-use fee for platform extenders. These findings res-

nate with the motivators identified in the introduction of this work in

ection 1.1 . 

The motivations for improving the management of the ecosystem

re myriad as well, although trends can be discovered. One of the main

ndications from platform owners is that they see that the competition

s doing similar things and is doing better or improving rapidly. The

econd motivation for management improvement is that customers and

artners complain of insufficient extensibility, insufficient transparency
bout development, and a business model that is not profitable for them.

artner growth is also a main driver for improvement of the ecosystem’s

anagement. 

. Discussion 

.1. Model validity 

The evaluations led to several interesting findings about the model

alidity. Unintentionally, the average of all practices is around 65%.

hile the actual value is not relevant, what is relevant is that there

ppears to be internal consistency in the model, i.e., none of the focus

reas have outlying scores. Secondly, during the interviews few discus-

ions arose about whether the practices were inappropriately placed;

his discussion was typically avoided by marking a practice as irrel-

vant for the particular case. There were no patterns in which prac-

ices were marked as irrelevant and typically 3–5% of practices were

arked so. 

In the process of applying the SEG- M 

2 it was found that there are

arieties in ecosystem and platform type. More specifically we found

hat a platform that is extended through SDKs can vary greatly from,

or instance, an API platform or a mobile (app) platform. There are

everal solutions to this problem, but they have been cast aside. First,

ifferent models could have been developed, such as the SEG- M 

2 -

DKs versus SEG- M 

2 -APIs. This is not elegant, however, and makes

he SEG- M 

2 less maintainable. A second solution, which would have

een favorable from an academic standpoint, is to abstract away such

ractices to higher level practices. Initially, for instance, the SEG- M 

2 

id not include the app store practice ( practice 3.7.4 ), but instead in-

luded a more abstract “open extension market ” practice. Practition-

rs, however, objected to this term during the evaluations, so prag-

atism was chosen over elegance. The mechanism that can be used

or solving this problem, is by simply marking a practice as not-

elevant for the organization. Interestingly, however, is the fact that

ven though one could classify the Salesforce.com platform as an API
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Table 6 

The results of the evaluations at the case studies. Please note that the percentages are calculated as “implemented practices ” out of “total practices ” in a particular scope. As the practices are not weighed, and some 

practices are more far-reaching than others, please use the percentages in this table only indicatively. ARCompP1 and NetCompP3 were discussed in full in previous work [31,38] . 

Focus Area Android iOS SalesForce Microsoft CRM Cisco NetCompP1 Eclipse NetCompP2 CreditCompP1 ARCompP1 ERPCompP1 NetCompP3 Avg Stdev 

1 Associate Models 92% 96% 86% 100% 96% 55% 47% 49% 86% 71% 47% 29% 67% 

1.1 Partner grooming 6 7 6 7 7 2 3 3 6 3 2 2 4.1 2.13 

1.2 Partnerships 7 7 7 7 7 5 5 2 5 5 5 2 5.0 1.83 

1.3 Consulting partner support 7 7 7 7 7 1 4 5 7 7 7 1 5.3 2.50 

1.4 Connect customers and partners 6 7 3 7 7 7 3 3 6 3 3 2 4.4 2.07 

1.5 Marketing and sales 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 7 7 1 5 5.4 2.27 

1.6 Training 5 5 5 7 5 3 3 5 5 3 3 2 4.1 1.52 

1.7 Sales partner support 7 7 7 7 7 2 2 3 6 7 2 0 4.3 2.75 

2 Soft. Dev. Governance 88% 86% 82% 63% 73% 66% 64% 64% 52% 41% 38% 43% 59% 

2.1 App testing 6 4 6 4 6 6 1 4 4 1 1 1 3.4 2.22 

2.2 Application quality 7 7 7 6 7 7 3 3 3 2 3 6 4.7 2.06 

2.3 Developer relationships 7 7 7 5 3 3 7 6 2 6 3 6 4.8 1.87 

2.4 Process automation 5 7 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 3 3 1 4.0 1.33 

2.5 Development partner support 7 5 7 6 7 4 6 4 5 4 4 4 5.1 1.29 

2.6 Requirements sharing 6 6 3 4 6 3 7 6 4 2 1 1 3.7 2.11 

2.7 Roadmapping 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 1 4 4 3.8 1.03 

2.8 Developer monitoring 6 7 7 0 4 5 3 4 3 4 2 1 3.3 2.00 

3 Open Markets 88% 92% 92% 61% 59% 78% 57% 65% 49% 49% 63% 41% 61% 

3.1 App market 6 5 6 4 5 5 4 5 2 4 6 2 4.3 1.42 

3.2 Application format and delivery 5 5 7 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 3 3.8 1.23 

3.3 App approval process 6 7 5 3 3 6 3 5 2 2 5 3 3.7 1.42 

3.4 App curation 5 7 6 5 5 5 3 5 5 2 5 3 4.4 1.26 

3.5 App marketing 7 7 7 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 5 3 4.6 1.07 

3.6 Community Engagement 7 7 7 5 6 6 7 5 4 6 2 5 5.3 1.49 

3.7 Business models 7 7 7 4 3 7 3 4 4 3 4 1 4.0 1.83 

4 Intellectual Property 90% 90% 71% 67% 67% 52% 90% 57% 57% 52% 48% 62% 62% 

4.1 Licensing 6 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 5.2 0.42 

4.2 Digital asset management 6 7 3 3 3 3 7 2 2 2 2 3 3.0 1.49 

4.3 Patent management 7 7 7 6 6 3 6 5 4 4 3 5 4.9 1.37 

5 Open Platforms 95% 86% 95% 83% 71% 79% 43% 71% 48% 48% 45% 38% 62% 

5.1 Platform hardening 7 7 7 4 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 3 5.1 2.02 

5.2 Platform extensibility 7 6 6 6 6 6 3 6 3 3 3 3 4.5 1.58 

5.3 Software operation knowledge 6 6 7 7 6 7 1 3 5 1 3 3 4.3 2.41 

5.4 Platform documentation 7 5 6 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 3.4 1.17 

5.5 Security 7 5 7 7 7 5 2 5 1 1 4 1 4.0 2.58 

5.6 Platform evolution 6 7 7 7 0 4 6 6 6 6 3 3 4.8 2.25 

6 Ecosystem Health 95% 95% 95% 86% 81% 86% 38% 38% 71% 43% 33% 29% 60% 

6.1 Competing ecosystem analysis 6 6 7 4 6 4 2 4 3 4 4 2 4.0 1.56 

6.2 Market and customer analysis 7 7 6 7 4 7 5 2 5 4 2 2 4.4 1.96 

6.3 Partner health assessment 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 2 7 1 1 2 4.2 2.97 

7 Open Innovation 93% 96% 89% 82% 82% 64% 86% 54% 32% 39% 46% 39% 61% 

7.1 Standards participation 7 7 6 6 6 3 7 6 3 3 3 6 4.9 1.66 

7.2 Partnering with academia 6 7 6 4 4 4 6 4 2 2 4 2 3.8 1.48 

7.3 Inspiration for developers 7 7 7 7 7 5 5 2 1 3 3 0 4.0 2.58 

7.4 Open technology road maps 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 3 3 3 4.5 1.58 
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Fig. 3. the SEG- M 

2 , its key processes, and its focus areas. Please note that this is an expanded version of the model shown in Fig. 2 . 
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latform, it has an app store as well, and the same holds for the case

f DutchSaaS . 

The marking of a practice as “irrelevant ” is a direct threat to the

uality of the SEG- M 

2 . In the evaluation of NetCompP3 , the organization

nitially asked for all non-technical practices to be marked as unneces-

ary. This actually revealed an interesting split in the SEG- M 

2 , and in

he organization as well. Within the SEG- M 

2 it shows that the SEG- M 

2 

s split over both “commercial ” and technical concerns, as is shown in

ig. 3 . Secondly, it shows an organizational split in NetComp that may

ven be harmful to the software ecosystem initiative. 

The first version of the SEG- M 

2 was created in 2014. The SEG- M 

2 

as continued to evolve quite significantly since that first moment and

etermining the right time for publication has been challenging: should

e wait longer until the SEG- M 

2 stabilizes, or its evolution be accepted

nd dub the version published here as version 1? We have chosen the

atter but expect the SEG- M 

2 to continue to evolve. The main reasons

or this are technological evolution (is the era of the app store almost

ver [39] ?) and the introduction of new practices (will grey-out tests

or APIs become standard in the industry? [40] ). 

Another relevant question posed by the case participants is the role

f metrics for the SEG- M 

2 . After all, using key performance indica-

ors about software ecosystem health [41] , could indicate how orga-

izations can practically improve their ecosystem health over time.

t the time of writing, however, no clear relationship has been es-

ablished between the practices and their potential effects on these
 t  
cosystem health indicators, which is taken as a direction for future

ork. 

.2. Third party evaluations 

We provide third party evaluators with the following tools. First, a

ull description is provided [13] for each of the practices, including a

umber of conditions that need to be true before one can evaluate the

ractice to be fully implemented. Second, we recommend that the orga-

ization under study is first evaluated, before a maturity ambition level

s established, to make sure the evaluators are not biased when entering

nto the process. Finally, the recommendation is that the evaluator backs

p every practice with proof, whether it is a web site, a document, or a

ode fragment. A question of validity is whether the assessment can only

e conducted by the researchers who developed the SEG- M 

2 , or whether

t can be adopted by third parties. We are happy to report that an inde-

endent use of the model at a company led to “relevant improvement

oints ” and “enables us to follow a structured improvement approach ”.

ne of the main challenges for the independent company was to judge

hether a practice can be ignored (is it situational? Is it truly irrelevant

or an organization to move to the next level of maturity?), whether it

as been implemented in full or only partially, or should one state that

t has not been implemented at all? 

In Fig. 4 a screen shot is shown of an evaluation at NetCompP2 at

wo stages in its development. The boxes marked in blue were part of
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Fig. 4. (not intended to be fully readable, the full model has already been given in Tables 3 and 4 ) Evaluation of NetCompP2, in two phases (2014, 2016). The 

practices marked with grey were implemented in the first evaluation in 2014. The practices marked in blue were observed to be implemented in 2016 after an 

improvement plan was followed that was created in 2014 after the first evaluation. Please note that the SEG- M 

2 has evolved since 2014 as well, so some practices 

may be different from the final model presented in this article. The figure is not given to discuss the practices deeply, but to convey what kinds of results were 

gathered during the case studies; the full list of practices is found at the end of this article. Please also note, that an empty cell means that there is no practice in that 

cell and therefore organizations automatically fill those cells as though they had an accomplished practice in it. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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he improvement project of the developer program after the first eval-

ation. The organization decided to build its own app store, focus on

raining developers, improved the partner model, and started organiz-

ng more developer conferences. The organization has made significant

mprovements, mostly because the managers of the organization wanted

o satisfy partners in the ecosystem. The numerous improvements are

ppreciated by partners, who now feel that the organization is more

ommitted to them than before. 

.3. The role of strategy 

Wnuk et al. [42] show in the Axis case study that implemented gov-

rnance mechanisms are subservient to organizations’ strategy and busi-

ess model. In this work, where the authors apply the governance model

resented by Baars et al. [17] to a company that builds software em-

edded into IP cameras, they find that the organization at that point

s no longer willing to further implement governance practices to im-

rove the ecosystem. The company states that its ecosystem is currently

arge enough, represents too small a portion of the total revenue, and is

urrently investing more in innovating the products themselves. These

ecisions, although somehow conflicting with the ideas of a maturity

odel, are fully legitimate, as they simply represent a target maturity

evel that will not need to be improved on presently. 

The Wnuk et al. case illustrates more than just a ambition matu-

ity level, however. What it illustrates is that an organization will al-

ays need to make independent decisions when it comes to ecosystem

rowth. An organization can choose to employ the ecosystem as a way

o grow larger, uncover new markets, and innovate faster. There are,

owever, other ways to do this, such as by focusing on other products

n an organization or investing in particular in product innovation it-

elf. As such, the SEG- M 

2 should be seen as a way to move a company

orward into the same direction, instead of a compass that changes an

rganization’s direction altogether. In effect, that means that the SEG-

 

2 still does not solve the big question of whether ecosystems are the

est way forward for software producing organizations in this era. At

est, the SEG- M 

2 stimulates organizations to start thinking about mon-

tizing the ecosystem, which is still a major strategic concern. We see
he alignment of business models, technical architecture, and ecosys-

em design as future work, for ourselves and the software ecosystem

ommunity. 

The operational practices given in the SEG- M 

2 are relevant, but

re overshadowed by two major concepts. First, an organization can

e highly mature, while only having a handful of partners to collab-

rate with. Secondly, the SEG- M 

2 is applicable on a low level mostly,

hile major decisions are being made on the platform portfolio level.

t is highly relevant that Google enables its developers to find feed-

ack mechanisms on Android, but it is perhaps even more relevant that

ndroid integrates well with Search, Maps, and other highly success-

ul platform products of Google. True platform success is defined by

wo other factors: (1) the total end-user and developer market share

aken by the platform and (2) the complementary platforms that ben-

fit the platform and create Staying Power [5] . As future work, we

lan to continue down these roads in creating success indicators for

cosystems [41] and further theory development of platform portfolio

anagement [43] . 

.4. The role of tooling 

Throughout the case studies, we noticed there was significant in-

erest into the tools that were used by different companies to support,

nable, and manage their partners. 

We divided these tools into four categories according to four phases

f development. First, in the initialization phase we identify tools that

nable developers to start development of a new extension to the plat-

orm, such as tools for platform documentation, platform sandboxes,

nd platform training. In the development phase we identify all tools

hat are designed to support developers in creating new extensions for

 platform, such as IDEs, programming languages, collaboration tools,

nd testing tools. The third phase is the deployment phase , which con-

ists of tools and services that enable developers to deploy and run their

xtensions, such as supporting cloud services (e.g., storage services), de-

ivery infrastructures and app stores. Finally, in the fourth ‘live exten-

ion’ phase tools enable developers to monitor, control, and monetize

heir extensions, using tools such as app stores, end-user analytics, and
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rash reporting tools. A full overview of such tools was reported in work

ith Baarsen [36] . 

.5. Case experience and suitability of maturity models 

The cases provided insight into how companies view the SEG- M 

2 and

se it as a guideline to further their maturity management. Typically

wo behaviors were observed: managers were tempted to just check

he boxes and implement the practices as provided. Others, however,

ooked beyond the maturity levels and found practices at higher levels

hat matched their strategic goals and requirements. Overall, the inter-

iewees stated that the model was presented in an understandable way

nd the practices were easy to interpret and build improvement projects

round. 

The cases also brought forward several reasons why a maturity

odel was an appropriate approach to present the large number of prac-

ices to organizations. First, organizations wanted to benchmark them-

elves against others in the particular domains. Even though that part

as yet to be further developed, it proved highly effective to communi-

ate that another organization had implemented a particular practice,

nd precisely how. Second, the maturity levels provided case partici-

ants with a feeling of achievement when moving up a level or gave

hem a call to action when they scored poorly. That said, there may

e room for the interpretation of situational factors, i.e., organizational

ariety (e.g., open source versus closed source) that can determine the

pplicability of some of the practices. We consider the identification and

nterpretation of such situational factors [44] as future work. 

One remark that must be made is that there exists insufficient tooling

nd theory around maturity models. We have chosen to create an article

o disseminate the SEG- M 

2 , but we experience a serious lack of tooling

n (for instance) presenting and detailing the practices. Also, the step

rom empirical evidence to checking off the practices in the maturity

atrix, would have benefited from tool support to provide traceability

etween evidence and evaluated maturity level. 

.6. Theory development and hypotheses 

Based on the work presented in this article, we develop the following

ypotheses. 

Focus Area Maturity Models are Useful for Dissemination of Complex

omprehensive Knowledge Frameworks. The evaluation from the case par-

icipants have illustrated that the focus area maturity model tool is use-

ul for collecting knowledge about a focus area and the dissemination

f it. The tool was chosen over a random list of practices, a decision

hat was supported by the case participants. In the future we would, if

ossible, again choose such models over flat lists of practices. 

One of our largest challenges in this work was to develop a matu-

ity model in a field that is rapidly developing, potentially introducing

ew domains, processes, and practices regularly. Interestingly enough,

hile there is a rapid increase of publications of new maturity mod-

ls [45] , there is little literature that particularly discusses the devel-

pment of maturity models. The Maturity Model concept suffices, but

here are definitely conceptual extensions possible that would make the

reation of a maturity model easier. We propose two possibilities for

uture work. First, the maturity models could be extended with compre-

ensive version numbers. The changes over each version of the model

hould be elaborated to, for instance, calibrate any scores organizations

ave obtained in earlier models. Versioned models are a relatively com-

on solution to this problem. A second possibility is the introduction of

inor changes and major changes. A major version would be an official

ersion that is approved by a governing body. Minor changes would be

roposed as candidate changes and can be made continuously, such as

he introduction of a new practice, or a change to an existing practice.

hese changes can then be taken into account with each assessment.

he company would be scored as per the older certified version, while
till seeing recent changes made to the model. We dub this method Ex-

endable Focus Area Maturity Models. 

Software Producing Organizations with higher levels of Ecosystem Gov-

rnance Maturity have Well-Aligned Developer and Business Departments.

lthough this theory is highly anecdotal and should be classed as a hy-

othesis, it was obvious in the cases that having too much distance be-

ween the development and business departments led to slower uptake

f the practices. Software ecosystem governance requires extensive col-

aboration between technical and business departments, whether it is

he product management department, the sales department, the partner

anagement department, or the marketing department. 

Software Producing Organizations with Higher levels of Ecosystem Gov-

rnance Maturity put Partners First. In some of the cases we noticed that

 shift had taken place: customers were considered important, but part-

ers were considered equally or even more important. As in these cases

he partners generally represented a large contingent of the customer

ase, they were considered more important than some of the smaller

ustomer groups. We hypothesize that when partners start representing

arge customer groups, their input will count equal to the input from

ustomer groups. In some cases, where the software producing organi-

ation has a strong platform focus, the partners may become even more

mportant than customers. 

Open Source Platforms Manage their Ecosystems in the same way as Tra-

itionally Closed Companies. The case of Eclipse introduces an interesting

uestion: why have they chosen to develop a platform instead of just

llowing new contributions to the platform from third parties? There

re many reasons for this. The platform would be cluttered with third

arty contributions, the architecture allows for optionality and config-

rability, and partners can promote their own extensions. We hypoth-

size that such a platform architecture can be employed by any type

f open source organization, whether it is governed by a community,

 sponsor, a tolerant dictator, or a collective [46] . There are patterns

etween Eclipse’s management versus the other platforms. They too ex-

erience the challenges of having to find new extenders and supporting

hem in their development endeavors. We therefore hypothesize that

hese large scale industry-friendly open source platforms are managed

n the same way as traditionally closed companies manage their plat-

orms. One could even argue that the most prevalent business models,

uch as SaaS, are no longer influenced by the openness of the code. Con-

equently, one can observe an increase in use of open source for strategic

urposes, i.e., to attract more extenders and developers around a par-

icular technology, rather than for strictly idealism and ethical coding.

urthermore, we conclude that as software producing organizations in-

reasingly are growing towards each other, so will their software ecosys-

em governance practices. In earlier work we already concluded that

oftware ecosystem development [47] is not significantly different for

pen and closed organizations. 

. Conclusion 

This article presents the SEG- M 

2 , a maturity model for organizations

hat aim to improve the governance of their software ecosystems. The

odel is highly detailed and contains 168 practices that provide orga-

izations with concrete, pragmatic, and implementable practices. The

odel has been created following maturity model creation steps of de

ruin [14] . The main sources for the practices are two structured litera-

ure reviews [2,12] and six desk studies. The SEG- M 

2 has been evaluated

y assessing six SEG practices at four case companies. The evaluation

hows that the SEG- M 

2 provides an efficient way to improve an organi-

ation’s capabilities in the domain of software ecosystem governance. 

The article also shows insight into the application of the SEG- M 

2 in

ractice, and provides a considerable set of empirical evidence from

 set of international software companies, in the form of a bench-

ark. The overall findings from the benchmark is that large software

rganizations (Microsoft, Google, Apple, etc.) are extremely capable,

hereas smaller companies with smaller budgets and markets can adopt
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ractices from these large companies with ease, using the SEG- M 

2 . We

lso find confirmatory evidence that maturity models provide an appro-

riate mechanism for sharing complex sets of knowledge in novel fields.

During the research three new research challenges have been identi-

ed, in part with the participating organizations, which we are currently

orking on. First, one of the organizations established that they were

anaging a data platform as much as they were orchestrating a software

cosystem. We are now in the process of defining a focus area maturity

odel for data platform management. Furthermore, we are finalizing a

tudy on partner management in the Dutch ERP industry, regarding the

ommercial processes surrounding partner management. Finally, we are

eveloping a model for partner selection, i.e., the selection and attrac-

ion of the optimal partners with in a software ecosystem. 

As part of our future work we hope to promote this model to con-

ultancy firms, who can then apply the SEG- M 

2 in practice and report

n their experiences. Furthermore, we expect, as maturity models are

lways in development, to create a second version over the next years,

ased on feedback from more evaluations. The practices can be put into

 wiki, to enable the community to add their experiences and comments

o the wiki pages. We are in the process of developing a plugin for a con-

ent management system that is dedicated towards building focus area

aturity models. One of the larger scientific challenges is to establish

he effects of each of the practices on ecosystem health indicators [41] .

ne of the managers at one of the organizations for instance reported

The Hackathon was a great success in terms of attendee numbers, but we

ee no surge in contributions in the months after the meeting. Was it worth

he investment? ”
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